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THE SHIBPLUS TOKEN MISSION

A decentralized and secure reward Token built for the 
leisurely life of our Holders

Creating wealth, for all SHIBPLUS Holders, by harnessing the 

opportunities of a secure, decentralized digital currency in an innovative 

reward technology. By providing a continuous and step-by-step reward, 

SHIBPLUS will create a wealthier future for all.



THE SHIBPLUS TOKEN VISION

It will create services that will offering value to 
investors by bringing new long-term opportunities

To innovate  Decentralized  Finance  (Defi)  by developing services that 

the blockchain with the goal of improving investor security, 

transparency, and creating stable income streams.

SHIBPLUS will create services that will offering value to investors by 

bringing new long-term opportunities to the blockchain.



Here's where you'll find all the documentation for the whole process of getting 

up and running with SHIBPLUS. SHIBPLUS was born as a result of two things: 

Compensation and Increase. That’s why SHIBPLUS is coded to create more 

SHIB users. Our investors, now our developer team, became overwhelmed by 

the amount of nefarious activity occurring in the crypto space. It seemed as 

though there were very few safe investments, where developers were 

genuine. The need for the SHIBPLUS token ($SHIBPLUS) was born. 

With a desire to be impactful and useful, SHIBPLUS is not your typical “meme 

coin.” The SHIBPLUS developers intends on utilizing the token reward system, 

to help users receive stable SHIB rewards, helping to generate stable income 

not only for SHIB users but also for SHIBPLUS users.

Also, SHIBPLUS is the cryptocurrency protocol with a succinct blockchain. 

Current cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum store hundreds of 

gigabytes of data, and as time goes on, their blockchains will only increase in 

size. With SHIBPLUS however, no matter how much the usage grows, the 

blockchain always stays the same size. This means participants can quickly 

sync and verify the network.

The roadmap contained within this document is a perspective of the coming 

phases. With the potential for SHIBPLUS, the possibilities for helping investors 

and newcomers to the crypto space are endless.

INTRODUCTION



Our Technology

SHIBPLUS is an open source cryptocurrency using distributed information 

technology. It uses distributed blockchain technology to safely distribute 

various information maintained by polygon nodes. The core technology of 

SHIBPLUS, which adds stability to this, is to reward SHIB without a wallet 

connection to a stacking or pool.                                                                               

For each active user transaction, a SHIB reward of 3% is distributed among all 

SHIBPLUS holders. The more SHIBPLUS is actively used, the more SHIB rewards 

our holders receive. SHIBPLUS automatically sends rewards directly to your 

wallet.

Our Journey

SHIBPLUS, a 100% community-driven token looks to bring real value for the 

investors SHIBPLUS started as a community token project in June 2022. Led by 

a team of professionals with solid backgrounds in different areas. SHIBPLUS 

has grown into a strong community. SHIBPLUS will now grow as the center of a 

larger ecosystem called PLUS Ecosystem.



Key Points

Rewards in your wallet Active community

Strong security PLUS rewards

For each active user transaction, a 
SHIB reward of 3% is distributed 
among all SHIBPLUS holders. The 
more SHIBPLUS is actively used, the 
more SHIB rewards our holders 
receive. SHIBPLUS automatically 
sends rewards directly to your wallet. 
(centralized exchanges/ wallets may 
not apply tokenomics)

SHIBPLUS is fully decentralized and 
owned by its fun, vibrant community. 
Our enthusiast volunteers welcome 
and embrace diverse perspectives 
to build SHIBPLUS into the best 
community in crypto.

The $SHIBPLUS smart contract has 
been fully audited by top specialized 
teams and it’s LP (Liquidity Pool) 
tokens have been burnt. That means 
next to zero risk to our users and 
community.

By staking SHIBPLUS, you can obtain 
PLUS, which is the key to using PLUS 
ECOSYSTEM.
PLUS is rare and there are limited 
ways to obtain it.



Token Distribution

SHIBPLUS is a Polygon/MATIC token that can be purchased through 

decentralized. SHIBPLUS holders play an integral role in decentralized 

governance and future investment in the PLUS ecosystem.                                  

It’s important to note that the higher the volume of transactions, the more 

tokens that will be distributed throughout the network.

SHIBPLUS AutoBoost Protocol is built mathematically to do variable buybacks 

which adjust based on volume in order to maintain stability. AutoBoost will 

vary based on the transactions over the past 24 hours which will continue to 

adjust based on the volume. AutoBoost will buy back variable amounts every 

time a sale occurs with $SHIBPLUS Token. This is a one of a kind function which 

is more powerful than just a standard buyback System.

TOKENOMICS

Polygon Chain

Name : ShibPlus Token
Token Type : Polygon
Symbol : SP
Decimals : 9
Burn : 50%(Distribute and burn)
RUG Proof : Liquidity locked for 1year
Contract : 0x23d2b1788d17b70ca6cc638ed75247836302b8c7



SHIBPLUS($SHIBPLUS) has the one of the best Tokenomics and utilities to 

ensure maximum growth on the Polygon Network.

The main function of the SHIBPLUS is achieving the most groundbreaking 

tokenomics (hard coded in it’s DNA), which enables $SHIBPLUS holders to 

through the 3% rewards on all transactions.



Before Opening the new PLUS Ecosystem

Over the past few months, we have proven that holders can get SHIB in 

compensation for holding the SHIBPLUS tokens. We're now introducing 

projects of SHIBPLUS to the world. Inside the PLUS Ecosystem, many more and 

larger projects from SHIBPLUS await. In the meantime, we have airdropped 

SHIBPLUS through many events. Now is the time to use those. Enter the PLUS 

Ecosystem and use SHIBPLUS to make a profit and prove our project.

THE SHIBPLUS’s PLUS ECOSYSTEM

What is the PLUS Ecosystem?

As you can see from the picture below, PLUS Ecosystem is an innovative 

project of SHIBPLUS. You can receive a token reward step by step around the 

token called SHIBPLUS. This is a token ecosystem that is very innovative, 

sustainable, and can enrich all of the holders. Now, the SHIBPLUS token will 

become the core token of this ecosystem. To make it simpler, You can be 

rewarding the PLUS token by staking the SHIBPLUS token, and you can be 

rewarding the token that you want by staking the PLUS token. If we were to 

use Bitcoin as an example, you can receive all tokens in the order of SHIBPLUS 

-> PLUS -> BTCPLUS -> BTC coin. In the future, we plan to gradually expand the 

PLUS Ecosystem.



THE SHIBPLUS’s PLUS ECOSYSTEM



A decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) is an entity with no 

central leadership. This ensures all decisions are made with a bottom-up 

approach and are governed by a specific rule-set community approach. 

Through this governance structure, SHIBPLUS will allow holders to 

determine the distribution of all Tokens issued by the new PLUS Ecosystem. 

SHIBPLUS will enable the influence of community representatives who are 

able to debate and distill technical changes.

DECENTRALIZED 

Community governance will protect all Token holders, 
who will be rewarded based on the number of SHIBPLUS 
Tokens they hold at any time



Our Roadmap focuses on financial freedom, redistributive crypto technology 

and providing a system for people on a decentralized,  scalable and open-

source secure network. Any delays will be communicated to the SHIBPLUS 

community as a matter of urgency. 

ROADMAP

Creating Sustainable, Long-Term Growth for all SHIBPLUS Users



For Questions and Partnerships Contact us at

CONNECT WITH US

https://shibplustoken.com/

https://twitter.com/ShibPlusToken 

https://twitter.com/inajang4

https://t.me/shibplusportal

https://t.me/shibplusgroup

(Official)

(Info)

(Channel)

(Group)

shibplus2022@gmail.com



SHIBPLUS Token is the first rewarded technology community token. SHIBPLUS is a 

digital asset with no associated rights at this time other than governance rights. 

NO ADVICE: This Whitepaper is only used to convey the information and it does not 

constitute any investment advice, financial advice, trading advice or 

recommendation by SHIBPLUS, it’s affiliates, or its respective officers, directors, 

managers, agents, advisors, or consultants on the merits of purchasing tokens nor 

should it be relied upon in connection with any other contract or purchasing decision. 

Nothing on the platforms of reddit, discord, telegram, twitter, this Whitepaper or 

website is, or should be relied on as, a promise or representation in the future. A 

person acquiring SHIBPLUS has no actual, contingent or prospective rights to any 

such benefits and accordingly should have no hope or expectation of any benefits 

being provided to them.

SHIBPLUS or any party associates makes no representation regarding the likelihood 

or probability that any actual or proposed account allocation will in fact achieve a 

particular investment out come or goal. Please realize that cryptocurrencies have 

the value that individuals associate with it. Be wise in investing money into any 

digital currency. Prices fluctuate and tokens can be lost easily due to digital mishaps 

and other technical forms of theft even though security above all else is our top 

priority incidents may occur. SHIBPLUS, it’s affiliates, or its respective officers, directors, 

managers, agents, advisors, or consultants are not liable for any choices users make.

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES have been made to the recipient of this 

Whitepaper or its advisors as to the accuracy or completeness of the information, 

statements, opinions or matters (express or implied) arising out of, contained in, or 

derived from this Whitepaper. This document is not composed by and is not subject 

to any jurisdiction laws or regulations designed to protect investors. Certain 

statements in this Whitepaper constitute “forward-looking statements” that are used 

on the beliefs of the Project and reflect their current expectations. The information 

contained in this Whitepaper is for general understanding purposes only.                                                

This Whitepaper is for discussion and presentation purposes only.

DISCLAIMER
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